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About This Game

Years ago humans have encountered an android species that appear to be more than violent, cruel killers.
Today you are one of the robotic machines from the army on the Earth. It is the first strike on our enemies and we really need

your help to win.

How long can you stand against all these enemies? Stop the endless waves of enemies

Key features:

Upgradeable robot and weapons

Several types of enemies, which differ with each other by look and power

Remember that, despite everything, we must have soldiers backs. Take care, bro.
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Everythings odd and confusing and you got no clue whats going on, but in a good way. This is a good acid trip. Relaxing, fun....
Choplifter itch, scratched.... :D. DON'T GET IF YOU HAVE OCULUS; DOES NOT RUN WITH TOUCH CONTROLLERS.
(funny though, it looks just fine with the headset...). Very good game.. I just started this campaign, I am a new DM, it's very
hard for me to imagine how can people run a campaign without some form of help like this. Just started the death house,
everything is so well built and well written. I still need to practice my role playing skills though. I did not use this game to farm
trading cards.. Finally a VR game I can sink my teeth into.
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like like it all. I enjoyed playing this game. The story was good to follow and it gave me that nostalgia of the old Sierra Online
games without being as frustrating. Definitely a must get for all P&C enthusiasts.. It is a resonable good looking game! It is a
nice game! And it was also nice if you can play with a gamepad!. For anyone who has not played MCC this game can be hard to
understand at first..
i find this game very fun to play since i have many hours in MCC.
yes it needs a litte work on the tutorial system ..
all in all i give this a 7.5/10. I really enjoyed the game untill i got to a part called the darkness. You suppose to run around a
maze path that if you fall of the path you die with two ivisible enemies that you cant kill chasing you. You need a "flashlight" to
do this because otherwise its pitch dark. you have to kill 4 guys using said "flashlight" by shinging for max duration. Then you
gotta some how hit a switch that takes forever to switch. its just not possible. I love this game. Yes, it's old-school, but still great.
If you like Zuma, Tetris, or any of the old-school puzzle games you'd definitely dig this one. Also, Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is much
better than Bejeweled 1 -- it has alternate game play modes and better graphics (I mean, it's not like it's a graphics-heavy game
or anything...but, jeez, Bejeweled 1 looks like it came out back when 800x600 was considered AWESOME resolution! LOL)
Anyhow, there's a reason this game has been around for years...because it's FUN! Enjoy! :). Why the fark did I buy this game?
There's a lack of in-game help, little instructions, and just to make me REALLY confused, none of the controls worked for
grenades. Plus, I got stuck on a level with not being able to locate an exit after everything was dead. That kind of sounds lame,
but 1 thing is broken here and it isn't me.

. Dakka Dakka Dakka. And hats. That sums up this DLC. 10\/10, would viking across the Sectors again. Still wish more people
played, but hey- on the upside all games fill fast.. You should buy this game if you really appreciate the feeling of powerlessness
and inadequacy. Marvel at the beauty of the universe and die as even the simplest enemy A.I. casually and effortlessly populates
the entire galaxy in the time it takes you to colonise your second system. ONE FRIGGIN SHIP wiped out half my planets and
its defensive fire took out the remaining survivors of my once mighty starfleet, who feebly attempted to rescue the terrified
civilian victims of ONE FRIGGIN ENEMY SHIP !!!!

Playing this game is the only way to realise that even with a (meagre) tutorial, you have not been told anything beyond the most
basic of details, and are woefully unprepared for anything you might encounter. Your defeat is inevitable. You are merely a
punching bag for the computer opponents you must face.

Enjoy.

Try our new game - Sniper Squad Mission!:
We're proud to announce that Sniper Squad Mission is now available on Steam for Windows PC and Mac!

Become a professional sniper and complete dangerous military missions! Master shooting skills, use only the best equipment and
rifles. Shoot your enemies and destroy enemy military bases and key strategic targets.

Feel free to share your feedback in comments.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/844290/Sniper_Squad_Mission/. Check out our new game Last Alive!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Last Alive is out! Stand against hordes of zombies, use all your courage
and skills to win this battle!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/875360/Last_Alive/

Check the game out and let us know what you think!
Real Fighting Team. Steel Arena: Robot War is 75% OFF!:
Merry Christmas! Get Steel Arena: Robot War for a reduced price saving 75%!. Check out our new game Muay Thai
Fighting!:
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Muay Thai Fighting is out! Start a career as a professional Muay Thai
boxer, defeat all your rivals and become a fighting champion.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/878400/Muay_Thai_Fighting/

Check the game out and let us know what you think!
Real Fighting Team. Order is restored! Game logo is fixed!:
Hello, sharp-eyed players! As you have spotted already, there was a hilarious mistake in the game logo. How shameful indeed!
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We are very sorry for that - but we took urgent measures: our designer and community manager were fired from their jobs and
then they were involuntarily employed as a moving targets at the battle robot test site!. Special offer from Real Fighting, "5
in 1" unique Bundle!:
We are glad to present you a special games Bundle. It includes games full of action, fights, and destruction. Find a game to your
taste!

The Bundle includes:
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